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F
ancy seeing Spider-Man in a thong? Or
Superman in  a  sk impy leotard? These
images are part of a set of revamped comic
book covers that aim to highlight the “sex-

ist” depiction of superheroines, the artist behind
the project said on Tuesday. Shreya Arora, a 21-
year-old graphic design student, made six draw-
ings and juxtaposed them with the original covers
of comic book giants Marvel and DC Comics that
show scantily-dressed women in sexually sugges-
tive poses.

“I have been reading comic books for a while but
increasingly I noticed that while the stories inside
had become a lot more inclusive and empowering to
women, the covers did not necessarily follow,” she

told the Thomson Reuters Foundation. “I decided to
take the covers with really demeaning or sexist
portrayals of superheroines and recreate them as
superheroes ... I wanted the shock value to get a
conversation started.” Critics have long accused the
male-dominated comic book industry of represent-
ing women as hypersexualised objects of desire,
given secondary roles and less dialogue than men.

Observers hailed last year’s blockbuster hit
“Wonder Woman” - the first superhero movie to
star a woman since 2005 and the first to be direct-
ed by a woman - as a sign of changing times. One
of Arora’s drawings shows a bare-chested, masked
Spider-Man in a thong, holding a strategically-
placed beach ball in front of his groin, while anoth-

er has Iron Man crouching in a pose that accentu-
ates his apple-shaped posterior.

Only about 27 percent of all Marvel and DC
Comics characters are women and just 12 percent of
mainstream superhero comics have female protago-
nists, according to a study by the digital platform,
The Pudding. “Females are more than twice as likely
to be given a name that may make her seem weak,
less dangerous, less aggressive and not on equal
footing with male characters,”  said Amanda
Shendruk, author of the study.

Arora said her next targets are Indian comics,
which often depict women as accessories or as
annoying wives, and to teach children about femi-
nism to help curb sex attacks in India. More than

100 cases of women being raped were reported dai-
ly in 2016, according to government data. “You can
look at sexual assault as a problem but it is basically
because of rape culture that exists in our country
and I want to get to the root of the problem - com-
bat sexism and misogyny from a young age,” Arora
said. (Reporting by Annie Banerji @anniebanerji,
Editing by Katy Migiro; Please credit the Thomson
Reuters Foundation, the charitable arm of Thomson
Reuters that covers humanitarian issues, conflicts,
land and property rights, modern slavery and human
trafficking, gender equality, climate change and
resilience. — Reuters

Photo shows a mosaic made by Italian brothers Isidore and Vincent Odorico on the “Poirier building” in Rennes, western France. — AFP photos

A mosaic made by Italian brothers Isidore and Vincent Odorico on the
“Poirier building”.

A mosaic made by Italian brothers Isidore and Vincent Odorico on the
“Poirier building” in Rennes.

A mosaic made by Italian brothers Isidore and Vincent Odorico at a cov-
ered market in Rennes, western France.

A mosaic made by
Italian brothers Isidore
and Vincent Odorico at
the Saint Georges
Swimming pool.

I
talian mosaics, once all the rage in
France, fell into neglect and ruin by
the 1970s, when homeowners began
covering them up with parquet floors

or even linoleum. The legacy is one that
the Brittany capital Rennes has set out to
showcase-and with good reason, because
the city boasts dozens of works by key
purveyors of the craft-the Odorico broth-
ers from Italy’s northeastern Friuli region.
Their mosaics can be spotted in 122 towns
and cities across western France, but they
are concentrated in Rennes, where the
brothers settled in 1882. Every summer,
the city’s tourism office puts on tours
devoted to the work of two generations of
Odoricos.

The tours, snubbed by the public dur-
ing the 1990s, are now often sold out as
interest in the neoclassical art has bur-
geoned. An association of “Friends of
Rennes Heritage” has identified at least 47
Odorico works in the city. Tourist guide
Therese Jannes says the brothers Isidore
and Vincent Odorico emigrated to France
for “economic reasons” before making it
big in Rennes at the height of the Art
Nouveau movement.

They started off in Paris, where they
met their mentor Gian Domenico

Facchina, also from Friuli, at work deco-
rating the Palais Garnier, the Paris opera
house completed in 1875 that would
become an icon of the Second Empire
style. Facchina was the inventor of a revo-
lutionary mosaic technique-the reverse,
or indirect, method in which the mosaic is
created in reverse on a temporary surface,
then transferred to its permanent home.
The technique enabled mosaicists to work
faster and more cheaply, making the art
more accessible to private clients.

Venetian and Roman styles 
The Odoricos left Paris, settling first in

the central city of Tours before moving to
Rennes.  At the time, the mosaic was

enjoying a heydey in France, and the
Odoricos positioned themselves as
experts in the Venetian and Roman styles.
The two brothers rapidly built up their
order book for both public and private
projects. In 1918, six years after Isidore
died, his widow and their sons-also
named Isidore and Vincent-created the
company Odorico Brothers, opening
branches in nearby Dinard but also just
outside Brittany in Nantes and Angers. By
then, when Art Nouveau was giving way
to Art Deco, the rapidly industrialising

city of Rennes became one of France’s
leading producers of mosaics.

At the height of their success, the fami-
ly employed up to 100 mosaic craftsmen.
Vincent handled the back office, while
Isidore, who had studied at Paris’s presti-
gious School of Fine Arts, created original
Art Deco works that are “recognisable at
a glance”, Jannes says. A prominent
example is the mosaic over the entrance
to the city’s former central market, now a
contemporary art centre, with the name
“municipal market” in geometrical blue
letters against a green and yellow back-
ground featuring subtle gradations.

Another key stop on the tour is the
Poirier building, which boasts an example
of one of the younger Isidore’s favourite
techniques-that of contrasting matte and
glossy tiles. Shiny gold and silver tiles are
set in circles against a nuanced grey, blue
and smoky green background. Mosaics
cover the entire facade of the building-
very avant-garde in its time. Admiring the
work, tourist Julie Garfield of California
said: “I love the interplay between light
and dark.”

‘Unmistakable’ 
Maeva Urvoy, visiting from nearby

Saint-Brieuc, remarked on the mosaics’
harmony with the architecture, saying
they “are perfectly aligned with the build-
ing’s shapes and spaces.” The final stop
on the tour is the Saint-Georges munici-
pal pool, a converted church where
Isidore Odorico left his indelible mark.
Odorico Brothers shut down in 1979,
more than three decades after Isidore’s
death. Mosaics had long gone out of style,
so much so that many works by Italian
immigrants had fallen into neglect or were
even destroyed. “One day a lady found a
mosaic at her home. An architect told her
to remove it because it wasn’t worth any-
thing,” Jannes recalls-it turned out to be
an Odorico.

But today “awareness of this heritage
is really growing,” she says. “People find
mosaics under their linoleum or the par-
quet. The works aren’t  necessari ly
signed but some characteristics are
unmistakable.” — AFP
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